FA PITCH MAINTENANCE PROGRAMME - REPORT

Whitmore Village Hall
Club/Venue: Whitmore Village Hall
Pitch Advisor: Andy Jackson (08/04/16)
Groundsman/Club Official in Attendance: Carl Evans
Club Address: Whitmore Village Hall, Coneygreave Lane , Whitmore, Newcastle, Staffs, ST5 5HX

Limitations of this report:
This report is based upon the visual observations made during the site visit. Whilst some core
samples were taken at Whitmore Village Hall these were limited. No soil analysis has been
undertaken as a result of this visit. The majority of recommendations made within this report are
made based upon visual assessments, additional research or assessment may be required before
commencement of any works. Any lists that are provided are not exhaustive and any costs are
illustrative.
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Introduction
A mini assessment was carried out regarding the turf quality and reviewing the area for a proposed
mini-soccer pitch to fit in within the grassed area of the village hall playing field. The parish council
committee would like the area to be used more, to enable a community football teams to use the
site has their home ground. Please see link below on the history of the village hall.
http://whitmorevillagehall.org.uk/index.php/history
General conditions of the pitch
The site area has very good ground cover, and the presentation of the site was excellent.
(picture 2) but there was an amount of weed grasses present, in particular Annual
Meadow Grass (60%), this grass will die back during the winter months which will result in
a thin grass and weed cover. More bare areas and will hold more surface water, a soil
sample and the Penetrometer showed that the soil (a sandy texture) without any
compacted throughout the profile (picture 3), the root depth was very good at 150170mm, this is due to the ground been freely draining.
The weeds (which were recorded at 5%), across the pitches require attention; this should be
controlled by spraying a selective weed killer, which is used in the control of weeds in turf.
Manufactures guidelines and COSSH regulations must be followed in the application of any
chemicals. Persons using any chemicals must have a certificate of competence, specialized
contractors are available to carry out the work if required to ensure the weeds are kept under
control and this must be followed by renovation which must include over-seeding; once the
weeds are removed the bare areas may increase and over seeding will create a thicker grass
cover.
The site did have some major undulations which could impact some pitch locations. There
was one particular bad area. The understanding is the site had been vandalised through
someone driving a car on the playing area. This problem has been rectified, by putting a
permanent fence at the access point to the proposed pitch area.
No pitch drainage is on the site, if the site requires drains in the future, with the fall of the
land I can’t see there being a problem in placing some lateral drains at 3m centres across
the the site . I don’t see the need of drains with the present soil profile.
The site does slope from mainly NE to SW (picture 1). The southern end of the site is more even. I
don’t see this been a problem for junior football. Ideally though the site should be re-graded and
would be beneficial for football.
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Picture 1

Picture 2
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Picture 3

Picture of undulation from car damage
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Number of games postponed in the past 12 months: NA
Existing maintenance programme: Cutting is carried out every two weeks by a local contractor.
Existing maintenance budget: Contractor uses countax ride-on rotary cut and collect mower. The
committee had also re-leveled & re-turfed the goal area two years ago.
Equipment storage available: NA
Groundsman, (full-time, part-time, volunteer, contractor): Contractor and in-house
Conclusions & Recommendations:
Pitch layout (50 x 30 yards):

Proposed layout

Having had a brief measurement of the site, the conclusion would be to mark a 50 x 30 yards
pitch (45.75m x 27.45m). This pitch size would cover four age groups – under 7, 8, 9 and 10.
50x30 is the max size pitch for U7/8 and the min size pitch for U9/10.
The correct goal size for these Mini-Soccer age groups is 12ft x 6ft.
There are also other pitch options available for this site, with a 52m x 30m and a 30m x 20m
could possibly be marked out on this area (further measuring would have to take place). These
pitches would rotate 180 to current one shown above.
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Renovation:
Pitch renovations are important if usage levels of the site go up. Also the turf quality and
appearance will give the community and football teams an area to play throughout the year.
Renovation of pitch:
Sequence of operations:






- Application of selective weed killer and moss control in May.
- Mow pitch to approx. 25mm in height.
- Scarify pitch in at least 2 directions using tractor-mounted scarifier or rake in several directions and
use chain harrows in 4-5 directions.
- Rotary mow with collector to collect all derbies.
- Top dress out any undulations across the pitch area(80/20 rootzone mix)



Deep-tine aerate the pitch, down to 250mm in depth using 25mm diameter tines (if the surface is slit
tinned and with the profile not been compacted, this action can be re-viewed, due to not been
required).



Overseed pitch with 100% Perennial rye grass using drill type machine (approx. 5 x 20kg bags).



Fertilise pitches with a controlled release 5-month fertilizer 19:5:18: N.P.K. approx. 6 x 20kg bags per
full size pitch.
Irrigate where possible to aid seed germination and establishment.



Once seed is established apply a small amount of liquid feed (water soluble the cheapest option) and
repeat 4 weeks later.
Allow seed to germinate, and observe its development.
When the grass reaches 40mm-45mm in height, mow using a rotary mower with a grass cutting
collection system, removing a maximum of 8mm growth.
Before the next cut, take the cylinder down by 5mm each time, also each time cutting a in a different
direction.



After 2/3 rotary cuts, use pedestrian or triple mower, cutting in different directions. Final cut 2830mm.
Maintenance recommendations:
Mowing:
This should take place at regular intervals as growth of the sward demands (remove no more
than 1/3 of the leaf length in a single operation), on average one cut per week [April-August].
Approximate height of cut to be 30-35mm. This will enable the roots to continue development
and allow the top growth [leaves/stems] to thicken out.
Mowing should be carried out using a cut and collect ride-on/pedestrian cylinder mower. This
will enable the quality of cut to be of a high standard and also allow for very light rolling to create
a safe surface.
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General slit tinning:
During the playing season the pitches require to be slit using a pedestrian slitter or tractor
mounted to a depth of 100 - 150mm a minimum of every 2-3 weeks; the tractor must be a
compact with turf tires, this will help to improve the root growth and allow water to move
from the surface through the soil. See picture below.

Verti-drain:
To be carried out at renovation if compaction becomes a problem
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Brushing/ drag mat:
This should take place as and when required throughout the year. Carried out to remove surface
dew, and also to reduce possible problems caused by worm casts. Generally allowing for a
reduction in possible disease attacks and also allowing sward to be lifted prior to mowing
Throughout the season any major undulations over the site, can be improved. This can be done by
adding slight top dressing each time (80/20 rootzone mix)

Long Term/short term:
I would also recommend long term a cut and fill re-grading of the area. To lessen the slope from the
north-east of the site. In doing this, a full site report will be needed to be carried out. As with any
movements of earth, its important you keep the profile the same. With having a sandy soil site any
material imported will have to meet the required level of soil and sand content. Because any soil
imported onto with site with a higher clay contact will cause the site to cap off and drainage will be
limited.
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GROUNDS MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT
NA – currently maintained by local contractor
EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE

CONDITION

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED
The Club taking over the maintenance

MOWERS

TRACTORS

AERATORS

MARKING OUT EQUIPMENT

OTHER

Test Area Results

First Visit

Cutting height:

The sward across the pitches was recorded at 40mm, recommended height is
between 30 – 32mm

Ground Cover:

The pitch had an average ground cover of 95%

Desirable grasses:

30% of the surfaces herbage constituted Dwarf perennial ryegrass. (DPR). DPR is
the chosen grass species in all football applications. T h e Speed of
germination and establishment will be tough, hard wearing with speedy
recovery and vigorous rooting making it the ideal choice.

Un- desirable
grasses

Undesirable grasses were noted at 60 % of the grass herbage, this being
annual meadow grass (AMG). This grass type, though the most common in
the UK is considered a weed grass in sports turf. Shallow rooting with
minimal disease and drought tolerance the sward is easily kicked out by players.
Being an annual the grass dies back during the cooler months leading to a loss of
sufficient grass coverage.

Follow Up
Visit
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Weeds:

5% across the surface contained active weed infestation. Mainly clover. As well
as unsightly the weeds compromise ball roll for football while smothering the
grasses and contributing to the thatch and fibrous layer within the turf, the
weeds require to be controlled, follow the recommendation within the report.
Moss on selected areas was high

Pests and diseases:

Mole hills evident

Thatch:

Thatch (organic matter, dead and decaying plant material which produces
unsuitable playing surfaces) was recorded at 15mm across the pitch Thatch acts
like a sponge, holding water and reducing its ability to pass through the soil
profile. Shallow rooting and surface compaction is present, which is
compounded by the Annual meadow grass content.

Root depth

With some undesirable grass species and no compaction (within the top
200mm) within the profile, the root depth was measured at between 150170mm, which is very good,
A deep healthy root system is essential for the health of both plant and soil.
Providing a passage of air, water and nutrients plus increasing the stability of the
playing surface. Healthy roots to depth increase resilience and recovery from
wear.

Root zone profile

Soil is of a sandy texture and good for natural drainage. Source below link
http://www.landis.org.uk/soilscapes/#

Presentation/Goal
Posts

Small goals in place, new goal posts will be required. For 7v7 or 5v5 mates the
.
posts are 6 by 12 ft
http://www.staffordshirefa.com/~/media/countysites/stafffa/documents/staffsfa-handbooks-and-documents/pitch-and-goalpost-guide-jul-12.ashx
Compaction was low across the site through the whole profile. Depth to
compaction 450mm. average psi 75psi

Compaction

Soil Sampling
results:

N/A

